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Master gardner gives tips for remediation,
replanting
Jon Gibbons shared information during council meeting May 21
There are 1 comments on this story. Click to comment.

By Haley Behre

LAKE COMO — During the workshop portion of the May 21 council meeting, environmental commission member
and master gardner Jon Gibbons provided useful tips for area residents looking to remediate and replant their
garden post-Sandy.

Hurricane Sandy is an unprecedented situation, which means that people do not have all the necessary
background information for re-planting, Mr. Gibbons said.

When looking to replant a garden, one must follow certain steps to ensure the garden is ready to be replanted.
Step one is remediating the soil and step two is re-planting the garden, he said.

STEP ONE: REMEDIATION

Hurricane Sandy left salt water in the soil, which causes damage by drawing water out
of the roots, causing roots to possibly die, and the chlorine moving into plants with
water causes leaves to burn and their tips to die back, Mr. Gibbons said, noting salt
will cause more damage the longer it remains in the soil.

Salt raises the pH level in soil, according to the master gardner, affecting the nutrient
availability.

The salt is hardest on germinating seeds and seedlings, and it is also hard on
evergreens since they still take up water in the fall and winter to feed their leaves or needles, he said.

Salt has the ability to destroy soil structure, which is not a problem in sandy soil since there is not much
structure to it, Mr. Gibbons said. But it is a problem in organic or clay soils, he said.

The damage done to the plants is affected by several aspects: if there is rainfall before the flooding, since salt
water floats on the fresh water, the length of flood time, the time of year and the plant tolerance.

If there is salt in the soil, Mr. Gibbons said residents should remove the piled-up sand, get mud and debris off
the surface with a hose and rake, and irrigate as soon as possible, and even as time passes.

“Mother Nature helps,” he said, noting rain slowly remediates the soil.

“But that’s a lot of work” to get the salt completely out, he said.

To help remediate the soil, the best thing to use is gypsum, which replaces sodium on soil particles and adds
calcium to the soil, the master gardner said. The gypsum also reduces root damage and does not raise the pH
level, he said.

One needs 50 pounds per 1,000 square feet in sandy soil, which is in this area. The gypsum should be spread
and tilled in or irrigated, he said.

Whether it is a Sandy situation or not, it is always good to add organic matter to the soil, Mr. Gibbons said.
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In a situation like Sandy, adding organic matter increases the drainage, which helps move the sodium out of the
area, and improves the structure of the soil.

Residents should not add lime to the soil without a soil test because lime raises the pH level even higher, which
has already been raised due to the salt, Mr. Gibbons said. Residents should also not apply fertilizer because it is
salts, too, he said.

“These plants are damaged but you’re not going to make it better by adding fertilizer. They just got to recover
on their own. A little benign neglect isn’t a bad idea,” the master gardner said.

Do not make snap judgements, Mr. Gibbons said, because the plants might not be dead. He advises people to
wait to see the growth next season.

Also, residents should not prune until next growing season and do not remove the plant until next growing
season because it might not be as damaged or dead as it looks, Mr. Gibbons said. When pruning is done, he said,
only remove the dead branches and shape the plant.

The main thing to do before replanting is to do a soil test to see how much salt is there, he said.

“That opens up a lot of things that you can do,” Mr. Gibbons said.

One should test as close to the time of planting as possible because “you’re letting Mother Nature take as much
of the salt out of the soil as possible,” he said.

“No point in testing in November. Now is the time to test if you’re going to plant tomorrow,” Mr. Gibbons said.

STEP TWO: RE-PLANTING

“When you have a disaster like this there’s an opportunity to look at things again,” Mr. Gibbons said.

Now, residents can create the garden they always wanted and can think about having their garden contribute
to the environment, he said.

Residents should look at their property and see what happened during the storm and what people expect to
happen in the future, he said.

For example, if salt is left in the soil, like during Hurricane Sandy, and the soil has been left unremediated,
residents should look at soil salt tolerant plants, Mr. Gibbons said. If the soil is fully remediated, then residents
can put any type of plant, assuming other storm conditions do not arise in the future.

“If you think about your property, where you are and all that this is the way to help you decide what kind of
plants to go for,” he said.

The re-planting procedures, Mr. Gibbons said, is to test the soil and remediate it, select the appropriate trees
and shrubs for one’s area then plant and water them.

According to Mr. Gibbons, the best time to plant is in the fall because it allows the plant to establish strong
roots and nature will have washed out more salt from the soil. As for watering, he said, residents should water
some in the fall then start again in the spring.

While looking to re-plant, residents should look at the type of plants suitable for the environment, and should
also look at selecting more native plants, encouraging wildlife and pollinators, reducing excess fertilizing
reaching the water, reducing toxic pesticides and reducing need for watering, he said.

MORE INFORMATION

Residents looking for a soil test can get one through Rutgers Soil Laboratory. Download the form from
http://njaes.rutgers.edu/soiltestinglab.
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Gypsum can be purchased at local garden centers.

For more information on remediating and replanting one’s garden, please email Mr. Gibbons at
jon1761@hotmail.com.
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Reader Comments
Leave a comment on “Master gardner gives tips for remediation, replanting”

Treehugger → Posted: Thursday, May 23 at 09:25 AM

Mr. Gibbons had wonderful suggestions for the variety of trees which could have been chosen and planted on the
new Parkway median for variety and beauty.
Report this comment as inappropriate.
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